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As we begin the new year with optimism 
for our association and community, it is 
important we take the time to appreciate 

our journey in 2020. Thanks to the work of our 
leadership, committees and staff, we persevered 
through some of the greatest challenges since the 
great recession.

In a time of distance, we found new ways to connect. In a time of need, we found 
new ways to give back. Thanks to you, we donated thousands of gloves and 
hundreds of goggles and N95 masks to medical professionals in the earliest days 
of the pandemic. We worked tirelessly with municipalities in adapting to virtual 
permitting, plan review, and inspections that kept our government counterparts 
employed and safe. Thanks to the efforts championed by the Home Builders 
Association of South Carolina, we aided with designating construction as an 
essential service. 

Several new initiatives were tackled as well. Our Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion 
Taskforce was formed to help foster an environment welcoming and empowering 
for all. Our High-Performance Council was elevated to a group hosting monthly 
collaborative roundtable discussions with political leaders and public officials. 
We organized a Legal Action Committee to help protect members and provide 
analysis on builder’s rights.

The Legislative Division monitored over 500 government meetings. We 
successfully advocated for increased funding of stormwater drainage system 
maintenance to address our region’s flooding crisis and against construction 
moratoriums, excessive impact fees, zero-fill ordinances, new urban growth 
boundaries, and numerous down-zonings of property.”

Through all this, our membership continued to grow, but more importantly 
membership renewals were the highest ever — showing the commitment of our 
shared goals for better housing in the Lowcountry.

I couldn’t be prouder of our organization, not for its willingness to protect 
the industry, but for its dedication to building a community. That’s why I look 
forward to the journey ahead of us this year. Together, we will build a stronger 
Lowcountry.

Respectfully,

Patrick L. Arnold
Executive Director
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A Natural Gas Community

SOLD

Photo courtesy of Lennar

Charleston Builders who know the value of Natural Gas

Ashton Woods • Beazer Homes • Brightwater Homes • Charleston Landmark Builders
Cline Construction  • Crescent Homes • D. R. Horton • Dan Ryan Builders • David Weekley Homes 
Eastwood Homes • Galloway Family Homes • Grayhawk Homes • Great Southern Homes
H&H Homes • Hunter Quinn Homes • JacksonBuilt Custom Homes • K. Hovnanian Homes
Kolter Homes • Lakes of Summerville • Lennar • Lowcountry Premier Custom Homes
Manorhouse Builders of SC • Mungo Homes • New Leaf Builders • Oak Homes • Port City Homes 
PulteGroup • Rolina Homes  • Ryan Homes • Saussy Burbank • Shelter Custom Built Living 
Southeastern Family Homes • Southern Coastal Builders • Southwind Homes • Stanley Martin Homes 

Structures Builders • Toll Brothers • True Homes • Vaughn Homes

Visit DominionEnergySC.com to learn more about incentives available to 
builders who put the energy efficiency, comfort and convenience of natural gas 
into their home. 
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There would be plumbers and 
electricians and heating and air 
installers, all working at the 

same time to get the project done. That’s 
what a typical 
job site used to 
look like, before 
an uncontrolled 
pandemic 
mandated 
increased safety 
protocols. Now, 
instead of 15 or 
20 tradesmen 
toiling 
simultaneously, 
Charleston 
home builder 
Andy Barber 
has around 
three.
“We’ve split it 

up and allowed 
each subset of 
people to come in and work on their 
own, so there wouldn’t be as much 
interaction with different people,” said 
Barber, owner of Generation Homes. 
“I had several of my crews come to me 
and request that they be the only ones 
on the job site. One of my tradesmen, 
his wife had just had a new baby, and he 
said they would not work on the job site 
if there were any other crews out there. 
And I have to respect that, because I 
don’t want anybody to get sick.”
That degree of understanding and 

cooperation is a large reason why 
home building has persevered through 

“WE 

UNDERSTAND 

THIS IS 

AFFECTING 

PEOPLE 

GLOBALLY 

— NOT JUST 

CHARLESTON, 

BUT THE  

ENTIRE WORLD.” 

Hakim Bayyoud

Director of Charleston 
County building  
inspector services

BY DAVID CARAVIELLO



HOMES FROM
$200s - $700s

L e n n a r C h a r l e s t o n . c o m

26 Communities  in the Charleston Area from 
Summerville, to Mt. Pleasant, to Johns Island & West Ashley.

Features, amenities, floor plans, elevations, and designs vary and are subject to changes or substitution without notice. Items shown are artist’s renderings and may contain options that are not standard on all models or not included in the purchase price. Availability may vary.Plans to build 
out this neighborhood as proposed are subject to change without notice. Sq. ft. is estimated; actual sq. ft. will differ. Prices do not include closing costs and other fees to be paid by buyer (including a builder fee as described in the purchase agreement) and are subject to change without 
notice. Maps are not to scale and are for relative location purposes only. This is not an offer in states where prior registration is required. Void where prohibited by law. Copyright © 2021 Lennar Corporation and Eagle Home Mortgage, LLC. All rights reserved. Lennar, the Lennar logo, Eagle 
Home Mortgage, are U.S. registered service marks or service marks of Lennar Corporation and/or its subsidiaries. Seller’s Broker: Lennar Carolinas, LLC. Date 02/21
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a COVID-19 pandemic that’s curtailed or shut down so 
many other businesses. While projects now take longer 
to complete and many material supply chains have been 
interrupted, home building in the Charleston area has never 
stopped. Deemed essential by Gov. Henry McMaster, the 
industry has helped fund local businesses and public services 
with a careful approach that’s kept money flowing and roofs 
over peoples’ heads.
“We understand this is affecting people globally — not just 

Charleston, but the entire world,” said Hakim Bayyoud, 
director of Charleston County building inspector services. 
“So we’ve tried to provide good customer service while at 
the same time protecting ourselves. Maybe there’s a little bit 
of a delay here and there, but you work with us like we’re 
trying to work with you. That’s how we kept it going.”

Respecting boundaries
With the Charleston area facing a near-historic low in 

housing inventory, the home building industry is more 
important than ever. Keeping it going through the pandemic 
has involved making necessary changes — not just in 
reducing the number or workers on site at the same time, 
but also maintaining social distance during inspections.
“When you get to the final inspection, that’s when 

you’re really looking at everything. We’re checking the 
receptacle plugs and water temperature, you’re checking 
the commodes. Your hands are on everything,” said Darbis 
Briggman, chief building official for the city of North 
Charleston. “We wear plastic gloves and masks. And any 
contractor who might come up to you, we’d require them to 
wear a mask and keep a 6-foot distance.”

New builds in the Lowcountry help to keep area strong during pandemic with multiple jobs for many trades. Home by Generation Homes.



Don’t Just Take Our Word For It… 

 

SIC has been a great partner, supporting both the growth of Hunter Quinn Homes, and our    
local Home Builders association.  We have found the HBA’s Builders Risk plan to be very         
competitive, and a portion of our premium that goes back to the HBA help support critical       
initiatives that protect our industry.  They have worked with us to streamline reporting and     
expedite documentation, creating operational efficiencies. 
 
Will Herring 
President Owner 

Contact Hunter Spivey TODAY! 
803.730.8143 
hspivey@sicconsultants.com 
www.hbabuildersrisk.com 

The HBA’s Builders Risk        
Program EXCLUSIVE                

Agency Representative         
for South Carolina. 

HBA Builders participating in the Builders Risk program                                                               
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In North Charleston, Briggman said final inspections 
must be preceded by a letter from the developer stating the 
property has been properly sanitized. Some municipalities 
began issuing permits electronically. Charleston County 
inspectors are also outfitted with masks and protective gear, 
Bayyoud said.
“First, we don’t do the inspection without masks. Second, 

if (the builder) is following close to you, tell them you’re not 
going to do the inspection unless they stay away, and that 
a report will be available,” Bayyoud added. “We’re trying 
to work with everyone, but at the same time we have to 
think of the health of our staff. Our guys will let them know, 
‘You’ll have access to the report and we can discuss it, but 
now we have to have distance.’”
Any necessary meetings on site happen outside with 

everyone spread out rather than inside a trailer, Briggman 
said. Bayyoud has seen a recent uptick in requests to extend 
permits, as builders work through material shortages to get 
projects completed. Maintaining a healthy home building 
industry through the pandemic has required builders, 
tradesmen and inspectors all being on the same page — an 



The #1 Builder’s Choice of Charleston
When homebuilders select Sherwin-Williams paints, they choose 
to put our over 150 years of coatings expertise to work protecting 
and beautifying homes. Our beautiful and protective finishes and 
fresh color choices set homes apart. We offer a multitude of coating 
options to fit the way buyers live, from washable products to 
withstand everyday living, to paints that help improve indoor air quality.

To locate your neighborhood Sherwin-Williams, visit sherwin-williams.com 
©2018 The Sherwin-Williams Company
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alliance that continues to hold. 
“As a home building community,” Barber said, “we’ve 

respected each other’s boundaries.”

Economic impact
Each year, Barber’s company writes checks totaling 

around $1.5 million, most of it going to local businesses. 
In the process of building a $500,000 home, he’ll also 
spend around $30,000 in taxes and fees, depending on the 
municipality. And he also pays sales tax on all the materials 
he buys, which can total in the hundreds of thousands of 
dollars.
The economic impact of Charleston’s home building 

industry is felt far and wide, from small businesses to 
public services. In the midst of a pandemic that’s taken a 
toll on the economy, those are vital dollars that keep local 
business owners afloat, and help fund public services at a 
time when state and local governments are squeezed for 
cash.
“If we build 5,000 houses a year in the Charleston metro 

area, we’re paying anywhere from $20,000 to $30,000 (in 
taxes and fees) per house. And that’s not just me — now 

my plumber’s got to go buy his license and pay his fee in 
order to work on my job. If we’re building 5,000 houses 
a year in the Charleston market, and you do the math. 
That’s a lot of money. The impact that we make is way 
undercalculated,” Barber said.
“On a $1 million house, my company will probably buy 

$400,000 worth of materials. You’re looking at $36,000 
just in sales tax. We’re buying trucks and tractors and 
equipment and paying property taxes on it all. We’re 
buying fuel and paying gasoline tax. The list goes on 
and on. When you start to boil it down, the building 
community is really undervalued.”
In the early days of the pandemic, that was part of the 

successful pitch home builders made to the governor’s 
office to keep the industry operating. While material delays 
may have slowed it, the industry hasn’t stopped. Following 
safety protocols has allowed it to keep money flowing, 
getting a countless number of people and businesses 
through a difficult economic time.
“Construction money is circulated into so many other 
branches of the industry,” Bayyoud said. “A lot of people 
should be thankful for that.” CHBA



CHARLESTON   |   ATLANTA   |   HILTON HEAD   |   CHARLOTTE

Over 30,000 square feet of Granite, Stone, Quartz and 
Quartzite AGM Imports has the largest selection spanning 
over 20,000 slabs and 250 varieties imported from every 
corner of the world. Our new facility is equipped with two 
state of the art overhead cranes with the most advanced 
LED lighting which allows our customers to hand select slabs 
in the most natural lighting. AGM's ability to discover stone 
from the most renowned quarries in the world, combined 
with our exceptionally trained sta� , provides our customers 
with the highest quality of material. Come experience our 
new expansive showroom and you will learn that settling for 
just any stone is not an option.

AGM IMPORTS GRANITE AND MARBLE
IS NOW OPEN IN CHARLESTON
AT OUR NEW LOCATION!

7186 Bryhawke Circle   |   Building 100

North Charleston, SC 29418

843-747-0088   |   charleston@agmimports.com   |   AGMIMPORTS .COM

NEW LOCATION OPEN!



“ONE OF MY TRADESMEN, 

HIS WIFE HAD JUST 

HAD A NEW BABY, AND 

HE SAID THEY WOULD 

NOT WORK ON THE JOB 

SITE IF THERE WERE 

ANY OTHER CREWS OUT 

THERE. AND I HAVE TO 

RESPECT THAT, BECAUSE 

I DON’T WANT ANYBODY 

TO GET SICK.”

Andy Barber
Generation Homes



PO BOX 867  |   MT. PLEASANT, SC 29465  |   843.352.4975  |   W W W. C KC O N T R AC T I N G S C . C O M

We understand that finding the 

perfect home for you and your 

family can be daunting. CK 

Contracting can change that. 

Everything you want and need 

in your home is important to 

us and we’ll do everything we 

can to make sure it’s just right. 

WE CARE ABOUT 
YOUR NEEDS

 IT’S NOT JUST ANOTHER HOUSE... 
IT’S YOUR HOME.
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Founded in 2003, McDonnell & Associates is a multi-state law firm with a focus on real estate law, title 
development and settlement services. Our Builder Services Division consists of veteran attorneys and 
seasoned closing coordinators who understand the unique needs of the client and maintains regimented 
production while staying dedicated solely to builder files and providing invariable customer service.

· Business entity creation and organization
· Contract drafting, representation, & negotiation
· Land records review and plat reviews
· Notice of suitability requirements

· Land and/or lot acquisitions
· Title insurance policies
· HOA formation and governance
· Finished residentail purchase closings

b u i l d e r  s e r v i c e s

5 0 1  B r a m s o n  C o u r t ,  S u i t e  4 0 0 - D ,  M t .  P l e a s a n t ,  S C  2 9 4 6 4  |  M c D o n n e l l L a w F i r m . c o m  |  ( 8 6 6 ) 9 3 1 . 8 7 9 3

CHRISTIE MCDONNELL
Managing Attorney

Joann Terrell 
NMLS#474243

Cassandra Padgette 
NMLS# 414431

Reece Wrenn
NMLS# 210790

Laurie Holscher 
NMLS# 607889

Bobby Medlin 
NMLS# 659244

George Smythe 
NMLS# 607895 Kevin Brookes 

NMLS# 204134

Ready to 
Build? 

(800) 277-2175   |   SouthStateBank.com

Member FDIC
NMLS# 403455

You’ve found the perfect place  
to make memories. We’ll make 
sense of the rest. 



Professional Stone Fabrication   
+ Installation Since 2006 

 
Kitchens | Vanities 

Fireplaces | Outdoor 
Commercial 

Furniture 

Locally Family  
Owned  & Operated 

500 Deanna Lane, Charleston, SC 29492                                        
843-388-2326 | www.mvpgf.com 
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PANDEMIC PUTS 
A PREMIUM ON 
SMART HOME 
TECHNOLOGY

 — and the network that powers it

BY DAVID CARAVIELLO



architects can help turn your dream into reality

v is i t  www.CRANchar les ton .o rg  fo r  a  d i rec to ry  o f  loca l  a rch i tec ts
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They’re creating dedicated spaces for video 
conferencing, finding room for multiple home 
offices, or carving out areas where kids can 

take virtual classes. With so many people now working 
and studying from home, the Covid-19 pandemic has 
redefined what they want from 
their residences — right down 
to a shift away from open-
concept floor plans, and a 
return to walls and the privacy 
they bring along with them.
But the foundation of it all, 

from those “Zoom rooms” to 
improvised home schoolhouses, 
is something you’ll never see 
addressed on home renovation 
programs — a reliable home 
internet network, which over 
the course of the pandemic is 
the top technological asset that 
audio-video companies have 
been called upon to upgrade.
“The network is definitely 

No. 1,” said Robby Arnold, 
who oversees residential sales 
for Next Gen Automated. 
“Mostly our requests are 
people just wanting a stronger 
wireless network, and some of 
the home offices to be hard-
wired, just to make sure that 
they’re able to be up and running and not have any 
complications so people can continue to work from 
home.”

“WE’RE SEEING 

A LOT OF LIGHT 

SWITCHES 

AND OTHER 

THINGS CAN 

BE OPERATED 

THROUGH YOUR 

PHONE, OR BY 

VOICE COMMAND. 

THE SMART 

PANELS WE’RE 

INSTALLING FOR 

LOW-VOLTAGE 

TYPE STUFF 

HAVE GOTTEN A 

LITTLE FANCIER.”

Wade Green
Builder, Saltwater Homes



Sales center and model home hours vary. Visit website for current community hours. Brokers welcome. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change without notice. 
Photos are images only and should not be relied upon to confirm applicable features. This is not an offering where prohibited by law. Listing Broker Toll Brothers Real Estate Inc.

Discover our new communities at TollBrothers.com/CharlestonSC

Building Beautiful Homes  
Johns Island  |  Charleston  |  Summerville  |  Huger

Decorated Model Homes  |  Home Personalization  |  Spectacular Community Amenities  |  Exceptional Service

Luxury new single-family homes in the most sought after locations in the Charleston area. 

Priced from the Upper $200,000s–Upper $500,000s
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During the pandemic, the home has become 
a sanctuary for many people, and they’re 
asking more and more of what it’s capable of 
technologically. Growing in popularity are window 
shades that rise and fall automatically depending 
on the position of the sun, wireless sound systems 
that fill the house with music, and lighting control 
— which can include bathroom lights coming on 
first thing in the morning at 25 percent brightness, 
so you’re not blinded as you start your day.
But it’s the network that makes all that smart 

home technology run. Arnold said Next Gen uses 
commercial grade equipment to ensure families 
have the coverage to run all the devices they’re 
using for work, school and recreation.
“You’re only really as good as the signal coming 

into the side of your house as far as the speed,” 
Arnold added. “But you want that wireless 
coverage, for kids running all over the house with 
their tablets and Chromebooks for homeschooling, 
and for adults so they can sit out on the back 
porch with their laptop, or do a Zoom meeting. It 
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New & Replacement Windows, Sunrooms, and Hurricane Protection
MUHLER.COM

THE LOWCOUNTRY LOOKS BETTER 

through Muhler windows and sunrooms. 

630 SKYLARK DRIVE,  CHARLESTON SC  |   843.572.9727  800.899.5712
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just 
makes 
it easier for 
them to work 
and do school from 
home.”
Some clients even go old-

school, and ask for a wired-in 
internet connection to power desktop 
computers or other devices which they 
use to conduct video teleconferences for 
work. “They want to ensure they don’t have any 
complications with buffering,” Arnold said. “Those 
take a lot of bandwidth. And if you start pulling that off 
of your wireless, it starts really eating off the wireless 
bandwidth for the rest of the people in the house who are 
their using tablets and cell phones.”
Other technological advances can have work functions, 

too — such as shades that lower at the touch of a button, 
to reduce glare when conducting a video conference. And 
people spending more time in their homes has fostered 
greater interest in true “smart home” technology, in which 
people can program anything from lights, shades, alarm 
systems and more to operate automatically at certain 
times or day or night.
“True automation to me is that at sunrise, your alarm 

system would disarm, maybe a particular lock in the 
house unlocks, and your lighting control ramps up to a 
certain light level potentially giving you a pathway to the 
bathroom and the kitchen,” said Ian Williams, president 
of Aspire Audio Video Solutions. The opposite can occur 
at a set time in the evening: doors lock, lights turn off, the 
alarm system arms, even the garage door closes if it’s been 

left 
open 
— all 
automatically, 
or at the press of 
a button on a bedside 
device.
Smart features were already 

gaining in popularity, said Wade 
Green of builder Saltwater Homes, and 
the pandemic has accelerated that trend. 
“We’re seeing a lot of light switches and other 
things can be operated through your phone, or by 
voice command. The smart panels we’re installing for 
low-voltage type stuff have gotten a little fancier,” he said.
And with all those devices needing power, built-in 

USB outlets have become a necessity. “You’re seeing 
people wanting multiple USB outlets, whether that’s on 
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For Information Contact:
Sheryl Greenberg • Community Sales Manager
843-296-4144 • sheryl.jmh@gmail.com jmeyerhomes.com

Wando Forest
New Homes in Mt. Pleasant

from the 500’s

View Virtual Tour at jmeyerhomes.com

• Small community of  18 Homesites with 50%      
   green space
• Elevated Construction w/ 2 car garage    
   and plenty of  additional space for sports  
   equipment
• Hardi Plank Siding and 30 year Architectural      
   Roofing
• Open Floorplans w/ 3 to 5 Bedrooms, 2 ½ to    
   3 Baths
• Optional 3rd Floor Loft
• Optional Elevator, per plan
• 2-10 Home Buyers Warranty
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a countertop, on a kitchen island or inside drawers,” Green 
added. “They’ve gotten really popular in bathroom drawers.”
More people working and studying from home has even 

changed what people want out of the design of their homes 
— for instance, formal dining rooms have suddenly become 
expendable, Green said, as more people seek space for home 
offices. The pandemic has opened many peoples’ eyes to what 
true smart homes are capable of, and what full-house internet 
coverage looks like. Even after things get back to normal, 
those trends aren’t likely to end.
“I think it has brought a lot of awareness in terms of the 

importance of the network,” Williams said. “I think knowing 
and understanding that a reliable network is crucial is 
extremely important. And I think moving forward, no matter 



Used by some of the nation's top
builders, BuilderTools is available in

Charleston and now WILMINGTON, NC

as well as other markets in SC, NC, GA & FL
  Includes home closings, price points,

permits, developed lot prices and more!

Call Today! 
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start your next 
great chapter. 

Whether you’re writing the first 
chapter or putting the finishing 
touches on a sweeping saga, 
the best stories begin with a 
quality constructed home and 
innovative design. Our family 
has been making houses homes 
since 1954. We’d be honored to 
build for you.
 

find yourself at 
home with mungo. 

mungo.com

Home is Where Your Story Begins...
the best chapter starts in the Lowcountry.
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QUALITY MORTGAGE SOLUTIONS
from Residential Development to Home Financing 

Learn more at amerisbank.com/mortgage

Home Financing Options and Benefits
• Construction-to-Permanent financing

• Conventional, FHA, VA and USDA loans

• Specialty, Jumbo and 100% financing options

• Timely in-house underwriting, processing and closing 

Residential Development and Builder Financing Offerings
• Pre-sold, spec and custom homes

• Builder lot investments 

 All loans subject to normal credit approval.

what, everybody’s going to want to know that they 
have something reliable.”
Added Arnold: “As we move forward, with the 

faster (internet) speeds we’re seeing, people are still 
going to want that amazing coverage. We always 
strive to get really good wireless coverage in a house, 
but it’s become something we’re really zeroing in 
these days with more people being at home.” CHBA





Where good books are read and iced tea sipped.

Enjoyed in the fresh springtime air and  
during light summer storms.

Relax the afternoon away with the ones you love.  
Dogs included.
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sanctuary.
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Constructed to fit your lifestyle, 
so you can build your life inside.
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The Trusted Brand in Pressure Treated Lumber
culpeperwood.com

Because our business is all about you, we commit the time to know 
who you are, what’s unique about your business and what you need to 
succeed. We believe in developing strong relationships and supporting 
your financial stability and growth.

Producing the largest array of top quality treated wood products, 
Culpeper is uniquely positioned to serve elite   
building material dealers and their professional   
contractors. When quality matters, turn to  
Culpeper branded products.
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PESKY 
GUESTS

Protecting your new house means being 
smart about materials and plants

BY STEPHANIE HARVIN
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You are building your dream house in the 
Lowcountry, but there are a few things you need to 
know about our climate and how it will affect you 

and your home.
First, we have hot, humid summers with a layer of salt air, 

which means some flowers, shrubs and grasses like it better 
here than those that grow just four hours to the north. 
Many of our lush gardens are planted with native materials 
that flower in the spring and are resistant to bugs. Don’t 
plan on that New England flower garden in the heat of the 
summer, but gardening in the spring and the fall is very 
satisfying.
Second, we have bugs. They would like to come inside 

with you, but there are ways of keeping them at bay. You 
have to pay attention to the pesky insects, but there are 
tried and true methods of facing down the bugs we have 
here. Some are synthetic, and others are natural repellents.
Third, Lowcountry builders have developed treatments 

for the materials they use to build your house so that it 
will stand the test of time like so many of our historic 
homes. Treated wood is used here in decking and anything 
touching the ground, whether you are building a dock or a 
screened-in porch. Any building needs to be sealed against 
the elements.
 

‘Rot, decay and bug life’
Eddy Longshore sums up what builders are up against 

here: rot, decay and bug life. He is the outside sales 

consultant and continuing education manager for Culpeper 
Wood, one of the suppliers for local building companies 
that supply the treated lumber for the big building boom 
wrapping the Lowcountry in new houses.
“In a nutshell, you need treated lumber — lumber that has 

been treated for ground contact — to keep out the mold, 
moisture and bugs that do the damage to wood here,” he 
said. The salt and moisture combined with strong sunlight 
can break down anything, but the pressure-treated, kiln-
dried wood can stand up to the elements, said Longshore.
He suggests that any exterior wood, like your backyard 

deck, wood shutters and front door, needs to have the 
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wood treated every 3-5 years for protection. In between, 
he said care is surprisingly easy: use soap and water to get 
off the mold and grime and light pressure washing if you 
must. Heavy pressure washing with bleach can remove 
the chemical protections in the wood and make it more 
susceptible to damage.

The garden plan
Once you have that new deck in place, it’s natural to want 

to surround it with beautiful plants. But again, you want 
to find plants locally that have a natural resistance to pests 
and climate. That means a trip to your local gardening 
store or consulting a knowledgeable landscaping service to 
determine which plants and shrubs work here.
“Try to stick to bullet-proof plants and shrubs that are 

hardy, woody and evergreen,” says Jason Suggs, general 
manager and horticultural consultant with Horizon 
Landscapes in Summerville. “You want to be searching 
out native species like yaupon holly, wax myrtles and 
sweetgrass, which are all resistant to pests.”
He says, too often, new homeowners in the area may go to 

a big box store and see exotic succulents from other areas 
that not only do not thrive here but may also draw aphids 
to the garden.
For year-round color, Suggs strongly recommends knock-

out roses. They may not have the intense beauty of tea 
roses, but they are extremely hardy, heavy bloomers that 
rebloom all summer long.
Then there are the perennial favorites, azaleas. They are 

everywhere. They provide stunning color in the spring 
with fuchsias, purples and bright pinks, and nice greenery 
the rest of the year. Another favorite flower, hydrangeas, 
blooms later in the summer. They mostly turn blue here 
because of our soil.
And Longshore is not afraid of synthetic sprays to keep 

the bugs at bay, especially when it comes to the nasty ones 
like fire ants coming to the surface with spring and wet 
weather.
He said the effective treatment for them must be done by 

a qualified professional, but when applied at the correct 
rate it can protect your property for a year. The insecticide 
prevents the insects from molting, so it may take a few 
weeks to work, but it is highly effective, he says.
 

The bugs
About those bugs: take them seriously — specifically, the 

termites.
There are several species, and all of them love wood. Some 

like the Formosan termites specific to the Lowcountry, fly 
and swarm. Termites find their way into the cracks in the 
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Daniel Vallini is responsible for this ad. 

concrete, or through untreated wood that is in contact with 
the ground.
“Unfortunately, we happen to build houses out of what 

termites love to eat,” says Alan Wilson,  technical director 
and entomologist with Clark’s Termite & Pest Control. 
The bugs are serious trouble so get a termite report with 

your new house. Your builder will hire a company to treat 
surfaces on the concrete and walls as the house goes up, but 
termites are masters at finding fresh wood. This shouldn’t 
be a problem with a new house, but older houses definitely 
need the report.
Termites can be controlled by spending some money on 

a termite bond with a local pest control company, Wilson 
says. The bond is essentially an insurance contract that 
says the company will treat the home and inspect several 
times a year to ensure there are no termites. The terms can 
be set on a case-by-case basis and can include reimbursing 
you for repairing direct termite damage or covering 
future treatments, as well as setting the length of time the 
company covers the contract. 
Since the contracts vary, Wilson says to look at the House 

and Garden section of Clemson University and look under 
the entomology section where you will find advice on how 
to find a good termite company as well as fact sheets about 
the bugs. 
It’s the best money you will spend on your new house 

because the termite treatments in the soil next to the house 
generally help stop other bugs from entering the house. You 
will want this.
Taking care of your new house in the Lowcountry isn’t 

hard but it is worth investigating ways to enjoy our great 
weather year round and to keep those pests at bay. After all 
we rarely have any snow and the weather is fabulous for 
most of the year. 
You will enjoy your new home if you rely on local 

knowledge for help with treatments and plantings so you 
get the most for your money. CHBA
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MULTIFAMILY 
COMPLEXES

Filling the gap in Charleston’s housing market
BY DAVID CARAVIELLO
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There are apartment complexes that offer 
resort-style swimming pools, cabanas and 
porch swings, and 

townhomes that come with 
high-end hardwood floors and 
countertops. They can include 
yard maintenance — or no 
yard to maintain at all. And 
with single-family homes at a 
premium, they’re increasingly 
filling the gap in the Charleston 
area’s housing crunch.
They’re multifamily units, 

ranging from the newer 
apartment buildings crawling up 
the Charleston peninsula to the 
townhome rows that are evident 
in master-planned communities 
from Mount Pleasant to Goose 
Creek. Very often, someone’s first 
residence when moving to the 
area is an apartment, and their first 
home purchase is a townhome — a normal byproduct 
of a burgeoning region with a dearth of affordable 
detached single-family homes.
“It’s natural. It’s expected,” said Ward Mungo, 

president of Mungo Construction. “You see it in a lot 
of bigger cities. I think what a lot of people struggle 
to grasp is, Charleston isn’t a small town anymore, 

Multi-family condos in downtown Charleston.

“I THINK WHAT A 

LOT OF PEOPLE 

STRUGGLE 

TO GRASP IS, 

CHARLESTON 

ISN’T A SMALL 

TOWN ANYMORE, 

AS MUCH AS 

PEOPLE WANT TO 

PRESERVE IT.”

Ward Mungo
President of Mungo 
Construction
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Family Owned & Operated
Servicing the Low Country since 1942 • Where you’re a neighbor, not a number.

• Residential & Commercial Pest 
Services

• Termite Protection
• Sentricon Termite Colony 

Elimination System
• Mosquito Reduction Service
• Nuisance Wildlife Control & 

Exclusion
• Bed Bug Treatments

• CL100 Wood Infestation Reports

.

OUR SERVICES INCLUDE:

“WE’RE ONE OF THE FASTEST-GROWING  

METRO AREAS IN THE COUNTRY.”

Ward Mungo
President of Mungo Construction
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as much as people want to preserve it. 
The reality is we’re a growing mid-sized 
metropolitan area, and it’s going to start 
feeling a lot more like one.”
That’s evident in the growing number 

of Charleston residents who are calling 
multifamily units home. Recent years have 
seen nearly two dozen new apartment 
complexes constructed or planned for the 
region. And townhomes and condos now 
comprise more than a quarter of Charleston 
County’s sales market — including 44.8 
percent downtown and 30.5 percent in 
lower Mount Pleasant, according to 2020 
numbers released by the Charleston Trident 
Association of Realtors.

Price point and lifestyle
In master-planned communities, 

townhomes allow for a diversification 
of product type that help hit more of an 
entry-level price point, said Will Jenkinson, 
broker-in-charge at Carolina One New 

“BECAUSE OF THE LAND DEVELOPMENT AND HOME BUILDING COSTS, WHAT THE TOWNHOMES 

ALLOW US TO DO WHEN THE ZONING IS RIGHT IS TO GET MORE DENSITY.”

Will Jenkinson
Broker-in-charge at Carolina One New Homes
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GLASS COUNTERTOPS
Locally Made from Local Recycled Glass

SUSTAINABLY STYLISH AND UNIQUELY YOU

Completely Custom. 

Completely Charleston. 

Completely Yours.

843.554.6099  ·  glassecosurfaces.com

Homes. In the Charleston market, 
many peoples’ first home isn’t 
a detached home at all — it’s a 
townhome.
“Because of the land 

development and home building 
costs, what the townhomes allow 
us to do when the zoning is 
right is to get more density. That 
allows us to put in more units, 
thus bringing the price down. 
In the Berkeley and Dorchester 
county region, that’s getting to 
under $250,000,” Jenkinson said.
“That $200,000 to $250,000 

band is where you see a lot of 
entry-level (detached) homes. So 
if you can get under $250,000, 
that gives you a more affordable 
option based on income and 
wages in our area. That’s always 
a line you try to get to, and the 
only product we can deliver there 
is multifamily — a townhome or 
condo.”
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But there’s also another facet to the multifamily boom 
in the Charleston area, and it revolves around lifestyle. 
Multifamily units, whether apartments for rent or 
townhomes for purchase, offer both an array of amenities 
and an ease of maintenance that appeals to potential 
residents in two very different age groups — young adults 
and seniors.
For seniors or retirees, that can mean little to no exterior 

maintenance or yard work, higher-end finishes and 
appliances, and access to an amenity center. For younger 
residents, that can mean amenities like cycling studios 
and beer gardens, zero external maintenance, as well as a 
downtown address that doesn’t break the bank.
“Right now, you are seeing a trend toward targeted 

communities just based on what amenities are offered,” 
Mungo said. “There’s a premium that folks are willing 
to pay to have all the amenities that we’re getting in 
these apartments these days. When you’re talking about 
proximity to downtown, supply is dwindling and land 
prices are increasing. You’re not buying a lot and building 
a single-family home in peninsular Charleston anymore.”

A peninsula transformed
While newer multifamily developments have sprung 

up everywhere from Mount Pleasant to Park Circle, 
their mushrooming popularity is most evident in the 

northern end of the Charleston peninsula, which 
has been transformed by an influx of apartment and 
townhome residents. Almost every month brings another 
announcement of a planned development, with the 
Morrison and King street corridors proving especially 
fertile ground for builders.
“That’s a natural progression there,” Mungo said. “The 

farther up you go, the ease of development is a little bit 
greater. You get outside Board of Architectural Review 
territory and you’re just under the city of Charleston’s 
Design Review Board, so that process is far less stringent. 
Also, land costs up there have historically been lower, 
although that’s changing.”
It’s all added up to over 9,000 apartment units planned 

or added to the Charleston area over the last five years, 
according to The Post and Courier, with more coming. 
There are challenges — townhomes for sale can be as 
tough to find as detached homes, given the low inventory 
in the sales market, and material shortages can hamstring 
multifamily development that can take 18 months to two 
years to complete even under ideal conditions.
But given the region’s explosive growth, the trend shows 

no signs of reversing. “We’re one of the fastest-growing 
metro areas in the country,” Mungo said. “It’s going to 
get harder and harder to build single-family subdivisions 
where homes are available at an affordable price.” CHBA



PRISM Awards Goes 
On Without Gala

For the first time in over three decades, the Charleston 
Home Builders Association was not able to celebrate all 

the hard work they had accomplished in the last year      
together, but it doesn’t mean their work was any less 

beautiful or important.  Quite the contrary, home building 
has been deemed essential to keeping the economy       

going during COVID and the life altering experiences it  
has brought onto all citizens here in the Lowcountry      

and beyond.  The awards listed here represent builder,   
remodelers, and associates of the home building industry 

in Charleston, Dorchester and Berkeley counties, and is 
sponsored by South State Bank and The Post and Courier. 

BUILDER OF THE YEAR 
Ward Mungo, Mungo Construction 

ASSOCIATE OF THE YEAR 
Tori Stein, SIC 
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Priester’s Custom Contracting 
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Alair Homes Charleston 
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St. Pierre Construction 
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CK Contracting 
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Alair Homes Charleston 

CK Contracting 

NEW ADDITION 
SHELTER Custom Built Living 

NEW KITCHEN  
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Aquatica Pools & Spas 

Alair Homes Charleston 
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Kingswood Homes 
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DR Horton 

Hunter Quinn Homes 
Mungo Homes 
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SINGLE FAMILY HOMES, DETACHED 
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Crosby Creations 

Curtis Daniel Homes 
Dan Ryan Builders 

Delpino Custom Homes 
Homes by Dickerson 

JacksonBuilt Custom Homes 
Jonathan Ghant Homes & Construction 

Novella Homes 
Priester’s Custom Contracting 
SHELTER Custom Built Living 

St. Pierre Construction 
Structures Building Company 

Trellis Residential 

ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
Michael Piazza, Mungo Homes 

MARKETING MANAGER OF THE YEAR 
Chantel Wujtow, Ashton Woods Homes 

SALES MANAGER OF THE YEAR 
Jessica Sciortino, DR Horton 

CLOSING ATTORNEY OF THE YEAR 
Christie McDonnell,     

McDonnell & Associates 

SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR SPONSORS 
South State Bank  

The Post and Courier 
Ferguson Enterprises 

Sherwin Williams 
Aquatica Pools & Spas 
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Lennar Carolinas 
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Cainhoy emerges as new residential hotspot
BY DAVID CARAVIELLO

SLEEPY VILLAGE
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Once a sleepy village at the 
intersection of Clements 
Ferry Road and Highway 41 

— things began to change. 
I-526 was completed and Mount 

Pleasant started to creep farther 
north. Now the area around Cainhoy 
has become the newest hotspot for 
residential development East of the 
Cooper.
Over the next two decades, roughly 

9,000 new homes are expected to 
be added to the Cainhoy peninsula, 
bringing as many as 30,000 new 
residents along with them. One of the 
more recent neighborhoods to break 
ground is Point Hope, a master-
planned community developed by DI 
Development Co., which has already 
cut the ribbon on a commercial area 
anchored by Publix and is in the 
process of offering homes constructed 
by Pulte, David Weekley Homes and 
Toll Brothers.

To DI Development — which also 
developed nearby Daniel Island 
as well as the Carnes Crossroads 
community located between 
Summerville and Goose Creek — the 
Clements Ferry Road area made 
sense as a developmental target due 
to the recent growth the Cainhoy 
Peninsula has experienced.
“As the region grows, we’re seeing 

more and more businesses and new 
home communities emerging along 
this route,” said Julie Dombrowski, 
communications director at DI 

New homes in Point Hope are built by David Weekley Homes, Toll Brother, Leaf Builders and Pulte.



Development. “City and regional leaders have 
long recognized this as the logical area for 
growth. It’s the reason why Berkeley County 
Schools chose to expand in this area, for 
example. Those schools are located within 
the Point Hope community, and they’ve been 
open for a few years now, so there are many 
people who are seeking homes in this area.”
Indeed, Philip Simmons High School — 

which opened in 2017 — as well as its 
affiliated middle and elementary schools 
sit adjacent to the Point Hope footprint, 
well within bicycling distance of future home 
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sites. The cornerstone of Point Hope 
Commons Shopping Center, Publix 
grocery store, opened in 2019. And 
the growth of Mount Pleasant up 
Highway 41, located just over a 
new Wando River bridge that was 
christened in 2017, has brought an 
array of other commercial and retail 
options to Cainhoy’s back door.
Point Hope, which will be located 

within the city of Charleston, plans to 
take advantage of the natural environs 
of the Cainhoy peninsula with an 
extensive trail system that will wind 
through the development following 
indigenous corridors and old logging 
roads. Two upscale multifamily 
rental complexes, Paxton Point and 
Newbrook, are already part of the 
community, with detached single-
family homes in the early stage of 
development. As Point Hope grows, 
additional neighborhoods, homes and 
home sites will be offered.
Communities like Point Hope along 

the Clements Ferry Road corridor 
offer proximity to Daniel Island and 
Mount Pleasant, with Charleston 
International Airport and North 
Charleston also easily accessible via 
I-526. As one of the last available 
places in Charleston for new homes, 
with a draw of nearby rivers and 
forest, and its proximity to downtown, 
it lends itself not only to the city 
life, but also the natural elements 
surrounding it.
“It’s uniquely positioned to 

accommodate the growing number of 
jobs, businesses and residents seeking 
homes in the region,” Dombrowski 
said. CHBA

“IT’S (CAINHOY PENINSULA) UNIQUELY POSITIONED 
TO ACCOMMODATE THE GROWING NUMBER OF JOBS, 
BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTS SEEKING HOMES IN  

THE REGION.”

Julie Dombrowski
Communications director at DI Development

Point Hope community  
has elementary, middle and 
high schools already open, 
as well as several retail 
stores and a Publix that 
anchors the community.

A ropes course challenges your fitness levels.



If recent events have taught us anything, it’s this: we have more work to do. Racism 
is real, tragically so. Discrimination, in all its forms, still casts a long shadow in this 
country, and too many are being denied the opportunities that all Americans 
deserve. Our commitment to the diverse communities we serve starts with a Code 
of Ethics. Our code sets a higher standard for fairness in housing than any federal 
law, it’s backed by a culture of member accountability, and it extends to our work 
on Capitol Hill, where we continue to advocate for meaningful change. 

At the National Association of REALTORS® we believe that fairness is worth fighting 
for, and we won’t stop until the fight is won. Because that’s who we are. 

If you experience or witness discrimination in real estate, we urge you 
to report it.
Visit hud.gov/fairhousing to file a complaint with the Department of Housing and 
Urban Development. 

REALTORS® are members of the National Association of REALTORS®
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 { SOUTHERN ACCENTS }
PHOTOS BY PAIGE DURHAM
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New Homes from the $200s - $500s
HunterQuinnHomes.com | 833.LIVEHQH


